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Abstract Climate models and remote sensing retrievals generally assume that dust aerosols are spherical
or spheroidal. However, measurements show that dust aerosols deviate substantially from spherical and
spheroidal shapes, as ratios of particle length to width (the aspect ratio) and height to width (height‐to‐width
ratio) deviate substantially from unity. Here, we quantify dust asphericity by compiling dozens of
measurements of aspect ratio and height‐to‐width ratio across the globe. We ﬁnd that the length is on
average 5 times larger than the height and that climate models and remote sensing retrievals underestimate
this asphericity by a factor of ~3–5. Compiled measurements further suggest that North African dust
becomes more aspherical during transport, whereas Asian dust might become less aspherical. We obtain
globally‐averaged shape distributions, from which we ﬁnd that accounting for dust asphericity increases
gravitational settling lifetime by ~20%. This increased lifetime helps explain the underestimation of coarse
dust transport by models.

1. Introduction
Desert dust is the dominant aerosol type by mass in the atmosphere (Boucher et al., 2013). It produces important effects on the Earth system, including by directly modulating the radiation budget (Kok et al., 2017;
Pérez et al., 2006), modifying cloud microphysics (DeMott et al., 2003), catalyzing heterogeneous chemistry
(Usher et al., 2002), and fertilizing ecosystems (Jickells et al., 2005). Furthermore, dust aerosols affect regional air quality (Huang et al., 2019; Mahowald et al., 2007), producing hazards to human health (Burnett
et al., 2014). These varied impacts depend on the optical and aerodynamical properties of desert dust.
Because the optical and aerodynamic properties of aspherical dust differ signiﬁcantly from
volume‐equivalent spherical dust (Nousiainen & Kandler, 2015; Yang et al., 2013), dust impacts are sensitive
to the shape of dust aerosols.
Although an accurate quantiﬁcation of dust shape is thus important for calculating dust impacts, current
representations of dust shape in climate models and remote sensing retrievals conﬂict with in situ measurements. Most current climate models approximate dust aerosols as spherical particles (Figure S1a in the
supporting information) (Mahowald et al., 2014), while retrieval algorithms of passive remote sensing
instruments approximate dust as spherical or spheroidal particles (Figures S1b and S1c). For example, the
Version 2 and Version 3 inversion algorithms of the ground‐based Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET)
use precomputed lookup tables of the single‐scattering properties of spheroidal dust to retrieve dust properties (Dubovik et al., 2006). A second example is the Version 23 operational retrieval algorithm of the
satellite‐borne Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR), which approximates coarse‐mode dust as
spheroids, medium‐mode dust as cubic blocks, and ﬁne‐mode dust as spheres (Kalashnikova et al., 2005).
That is, climate models and remote sensing retrievals assume that either all three or two of the three dimensions of dust aerosols are equal (Figure S1). However, several in situ measurements have shown that the
ratios of dust length to its width and dust height to its width deviate substantially from unity (e.g., Okada
et al., 2001). As such, both climate models and remote sensing retrievals likely underestimate dust asphericity by assuming that at least two of the three dimensions are equal. This possible bias in climate models and
remote sensing retrievals can propagate into calculations of dust impacts. For instance, as dust asphericity
slows gravitational settling by increasing aerodynamic drag at a given volume and mass (Yang et al.,
2013), this bias toward spherical dust might have caused an underestimation of dust dry lifetime.
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To facilitate accounting for dust asphericity in climate models and remote
sensing retrievals, here we compile dozens of measurements of dust shape
across the globe. To do so, we ﬁrst introduce the shape descriptors that we
use to quantify dust asphericity in section 2. In section 3, we then present
the compiled results of the shape descriptors, globally and regionally. In
section 4, we use our compiled shape distributions to quantify the
enhancement of gravitational settling lifetime due to dust asphericity.
Our results show that dust asphericity has been substantially underestimated by climate models and remote sensing retrievals, which helps
explain the underestimation of coarse dust transport by climate models.

2. The Shape Descriptors of Aspherical Dust

Figure 1. (a) Top view of two‐dimensional (2‐D) projected area (within the
black line) of a dust particle and (b) side view, along the length L (blue line)
deﬁned in (a), of the same particle collected on a plane surface by
impactors. Panel (a) demonstrates the systematic difference in the two
common quantiﬁcations of dust width. The ﬁrst deﬁnition records the
maximum distance between two points on the outline that is perpendicular
to the length L as the width Wperp (green line). The second deﬁnition
records the width Wellipse (red dashed line) as the minor axis of an
area‐equivalent ellipse (blue dashed line) with L as its major axis. Because
Wperp is systematically larger than Wellipse (Table S1 and Figure S2), this
systematic difference causes a systematic bias between experimental studies
using different deﬁnitions of particle width. Panel (b) demonstrates the
deﬁnition of dust height. The height H (orange line) is deﬁned as the
maximum distance between the outline of the particle to the collection
surface that is perpendicular to the collection surface.

The most widely used descriptors to quantify dust asphericity are the
aspect ratio (AR) and the height‐to‐width ratio (HWR), which are less sensitive to microscopic image resolution and artifacts than other shape
descriptors (Almeida‐Prieto et al., 2007; Kandler et al., 2011). In remote
sensing retrievals, AR is the ratio of a particle's length to its height (e.g.,
Dubovik et al., 2006), whereas HWR is normally not used as dust particles
are normally approximated as spheroids (Figure S1). However, in in situ
measurements, the AR is usually taken as the ratio of the largest dimension of a particle's projected area (the length) to the perpendicular dimension of the projected area (the width; see Figure 1a). Further, the height is
usually taken as the dimension perpendicular to the collection surface
(the height; see Figure 1b). Because most impactor‐collected dust particles
deposit with their smallest dimension perpendicular to the collection surface, the HWR usually equals a particle's smallest dimension (the height)
divided by the smaller dimension on the projected area (the width)
(Okada et al., 2001; Sakai et al., 2010).
2.1. Measurements of the Aspect Ratio and the Height‐to‐
width Ratio

To quantify AR, many studies have measured the particle length and
width of two‐dimensional (2‐D) scanning electron microscopic (SEM)
images of individual dust particles (e.g., E.A. Reid et al., 2003).
Speciﬁcally, individual dust aerosols are usually collected on ﬁlters by
ground‐based or aircraft‐carried impactors (e.g., Kandler et al., 2007), after
which 2‐D top view SEM images of the collected particles were obtained. These 2‐D images were then analyzed to obtain the length and width of individual dust particles (e.g., Kandler et al., 2007). The length L is
usually taken as the longest distance between two points on the outline of the projected area (Figure 1a).
Although the length is usually deﬁned consistently between measurements (e.g.,Okada et al., 2001 ; Sakai
et al., 2010), a systematic difference exists between the two common deﬁnitions of the width. Some studies
obtained the width Wperp as the maximum distance that is perpendicular to L (Figure 1a) (e.g., Okada et al.,
2001). In contrast, other studies obtained the width Wellipse as the minor axis of an ellipse with an area equal
to that of the particle's projected area and with L as its major axis (Figure 1a) (e.g., Kandler et al., 2007). In this
latter case, studies have found that the ratio of the two dimensions of the projected area (i.e., AR) follows a
modiﬁed lognormal distribution (e.g., Kandler et al., 2007),
"

#
1
1 lnðAR− 1Þ− lnðεa − 1Þ 2
f ðARÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
exp −
;
(1)
2
σa
2π ·ðAR− 1Þ·σ a

where σa is the geometric standard deviation of the deviation of AR from unity (AR‐1) and εa is the median of
AR.
A subset of studies that measured AR also measured the dust height, the dimension of the particle perpendicular to the collection plane surface (see Figure 1b and supporting information Text S1). Those studies that
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obtained extensive data sets (Okada et al., 2001; Osada, 2013; Sakai et al., 2010) have found that the ratio of
the height to the width (i.e., HWR) follows a lognormal distribution
"

#
1
1 lnðHWRÞ− lnðεh Þ 2
f ðHWRÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
exp −
;
2
σh
2π ·HWR·σ h

(2)

where σh and εh are, respectively, the geometric standard deviation and median of HWR.
2.2. Addressing the Systematic Difference in Particle Width
Measurements of AR and HWR are affected by the systematic difference in the two common deﬁnitions of
the particle width. We address this systematic difference between measurements of Wperp and Wellipse using
shape measurements of 13 dust particles collected from the Saharan Mineral Dust Experiment campaign
(SAMUM; Lindqvist et al., 2014) and two dust particles collected from the African Monsoon
Multidisciplinary Analyses campaign (AMMA; Chou et al., 2008). For each of the 15 particles, we computed
Wperp and Wellipse and found that the average correction factor (c ¼

W perp − W ellipse
)
W ellipse

is 13.7 % ± 2.7% (Table S1).

Because of the small number of dust particles, we further calculated the correction factors of 1,261 African
and 681 Asian laboratory‐generated dust particles (Sakai et al., 2010), for which the average correction factor
is 27.2 % ± 0.4% for all 1,941 dust particles (Figure S2). This correction factor is larger than that of the 15
SAMUM and AMMA dust particles, due to unknown dependences of the correction factor on the physical
and chemical properties (such as particle size, mineralogy, and morphology). Although the representativeness of laboratory‐generated dust particles is unclear, because of its extensive number of sampled dust particles, we took c = 20 % ± 6% as the approximate average of the two data sets with a large uncertainty range
that covers both data sets. We thus linked Wperp and Wellipse by
W ellipse ¼

W perp
1þc

(3)

3. Measurement Compilation of Dust Shape Descriptors
We compiled dozens of measurements of AR and HWR of dust aerosols across the globe (see the map of
measurement sites in Figure S3). Speciﬁcally, for each measurement, we ﬁrst found the published medians
of AR and HWR (Column 8 of Tables S2 and S3) and applied equation (3) to correct all medians that used
Wperp instead of Wellipse (Column 10 of Tables S2 and S3). We correct Wperp to Wellipse because Wellipse
quantiﬁes the particle's projected area, which is strongly linked to its aerodynamic and optical properties
(Mahowald et al., 2014). Second, we obtained the geometric standard deviations of AR‐1 and HWR by ﬁtting
lognormal distributions (equations (1) and (2)) to data of the probability functions of AR (=L/Wellipse) and
HWR (=H/Wellipse), corrected to Wellipse if needed. These lognormal ﬁts used the median AR and HWR
obtained from Step 1. Third, we grouped the medians and geometric standard deviations by source regions
(Asian or North African sources) and transport distance (source, short‐range transport, or long‐range transport). Finally, we averaged all medians and geometric standard deviations to obtain the globally‐averaged
shape distributions of AR and HWR of dust aerosols. Although our methodology is subject to a few
limitations (see section 5), our compilation yields a number of key ﬁndings.
First, dust shape shows little dependence on particle diameter in the range of 0.1–20 μm (Figure 2). Although
some individual measurements ﬁnd a dependence of AR on dust diameter (e.g., Kandler et al., 2007;
E.A. Reid et al., 2003), a regression with all available data shows that AR is proportional to dust diameter
with a small exponent of 0.011 ± 0.010, which is statistically not different from zero. Although the HWR
decreases more substantially with dust size, with a power law exponent of −0.06 ± 0.35, this dependence
is not statistically signiﬁcant. The ratio of dust length to its height (LHR; Figure 2e), obtained by combining
AR and HWR, increases somewhat with dust diameter, but this increase is also not statistically signiﬁcant,
with a power law exponent of 0.04 ± 0.36.
Second, the dependence of AR on source region is less than thought. We ﬁnd that the averaged median AR of
North African dust is 1.72 ± 0.02 and that of Asian dust is 1.60 ± 0.08. Although the AR of North African dust
might thus be larger than that of Asian dust (p value = 0.001 from Student's t test), this regional difference is
HUANG ET AL.
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Figure 2. Measurement compilation of the medians of (a) the aspect ratio, (c) the height‐to‐width ratio, and (e) the length‐to‐height ratio as a function of projected
area‐equivalent diameter. The horizontal bars in (a), (c), and (e) show the bin ranges of the measurements, and the markers are plotted on the geometric means
of the size ranges. The vertical bars in (a) and (c) denote errors from the uncertainty of the correction factor, and the vertical bars in (e) denote errors that propagate
from (a) and (c). In the legend, the numbers in parentheses denote the numbers of analyzed individual dust particles. Chou et al. (2008) and Woodward et al. (2015)
have two numbers with the ﬁrst one denoting the number of analyzed dust particles for AR and the second one for HWR. In (c) and (e), Chou et al. (2008) is not
used in regressions due to the insigniﬁcant number of analyzed particles for HWR. In (e), values of the ratio of dust length to its height for climate models and retrieval
algorithms are based on Mahowald et al. (2014), Dubovik et al. (2006), Hsu et al. (2019), and Kalashnikova and Kahn (2006), respectively. MISR v23 is unity for
diameter <0.16 μm and offset for clarity. Results grouped by source regions are shown in (b), (d), and (f). The vertical uncertainty ranges in (b), (d), and (f) denote the
propagated error in the median. In (d) and (f), the errors of African dust are not shown due to only one measurement of HWR (Jeong et al., 2016). Results of
measurements of processed or artiﬁcial dust (Matsuki et al., 2010; Sakai et al., 2010; Woodward et al., 2015) are shown for completeness, but because their
representativeness to real mineral dust aerosols is unclear, these studies are not used in the groupings in (b), (d), and (f) or in regressions in (a), (c), and (e).
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much less than concluded in previous studies (e.g., Formenti et al., 2011; Li & Osada, 2007) due to the
systematic difference in the deﬁnition of particle width (Figure 1a). Speciﬁcally, measurements of Asian
dust have quantiﬁed AR and HWR in terms of Wperp (e.g., Li & Osada, 2007), whereas measurements
of North African dust have generally used Wellipse (e.g, E.A. Ried et al., 2003) (see Tables S2 and S3).
Since Wperp is systematically larger than Wellipse (Table S1 and Figure S2), this has caused measurements
of Asian dust to report a smaller AR than measurements of North African dust. Furthermore, the
averaged median HWR of North African dust is 0.60 and that of Asian dust is 0.35 ± 0.07. Although this
difference is statistically signiﬁcant (p value = 0.04), it is uncertain due to a scarcity of measurements of
HWR, especially for North African dust, for which only one measurement has been published (Jeong
et al., 2016).
Third, North African dust becomes more aspherical during transport, whereas Asian dust may become less
aspherical (Figure 3). For North African dust, the median of AR increases from 1.60 ± 0.07 in source regions
to 1.66 ± 0.03 for short‐range transported dust and 1.90 ± 0.04 for long‐range transported dust. The differences between source regions and long‐range transported dust (p value = 0.001) and between short‐ and
long‐range transported dust (p value = 0.002) are statistically signiﬁcant. Our ﬁnding that the median of
North African AR increases substantially during transport agrees with previous studies (e.g., Coz et al.,
2009; Formenti et al., 2011). This increase in particle asphericity during transport is likely due to the preferential settling of spherical particles, which have a greater terminal fall speed than aspherical particles of the
same volume (Yang et al., 2013). In contrast to this increase in dust asphericity during transport of North
African dust, we ﬁnd that the median AR of Asian dust decreases during transport from 1.64 ± 0.07 in source
regions and short‐range transported dust to 1.58 ± 0.05 for long‐range transported dust. Although this difference is not signiﬁcant at the 5% level (p value = 0.25), this ﬁnding indicates that, for Asian dust, a second
mechanism offsets the increase in asphericity due to preferential settling of spherical particles during transport. In particular, chemical processing with sea salts and humic acids can form a uniform coating around
the mineral core and therefore decrease particle asphericity during transport (Alexander et al., 2015;
Laskina et al., 2013; Zhang, 2008). This process seems substantially more important for Asian than for
North African dust (Denjean et al., 2015). Furthermore, the medians of AR close to source region are
statistically not distinguishable between North African and Asian dust (Figures 3b and 3d). This enables a
simple shape distribution of dust in source regions.
Finally, both climate models and remote sensing retrievals substantially underestimate dust asphericity by
overestimating the ratio of dust height to its length. The globally‐averaged medians of AR and HWR are
1.70 ± 0.03 and 0.40 ± 0.07 (Figure 2), such that a dust aerosol's length is on average 5 times greater than
its height (Figure 2f). In contrast, climate models and remote sensing retrievals assume that dust is spherical
or spheroidal, thereby equating at least two of the three dimensions. As a consequence, climate models and
remote sensing retrievals underestimate dust asphericity by a factor of ~3–5 (Figure 2e).

4. Lifetime Enhancement Due to Dust Asphericity
The substantial underestimation of dust asphericity by climate models and remote sensing retrievals could
produce important errors in determining the impacts of dust on the Earth system. The compiled globally‐
averaged shape distributions of AR and HWR in Figures 2 and 3 can thus be used to more accurately
calculate dust impacts, such as through improved estimates of dust lifetime, optics, and effects on clouds
and heterogeneous chemistry. Here, we quantify the effect of dust asphericity on the gravitational settling
lifetime of dust, which is neglected in most current climate models (Mahowald et al., 2014).
Gravitational settling of dust aerosols occurs in the Stokes regime as the Reynolds number is far less
than 1 (Kok et al., 2012). In the Stokes regime, the terminal velocity of a spherical particle is (e.g.,
Hinds, 1999)
vsph ¼

gρp 2
·D ;
18μ

(4)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, ρp ≈ 2.5 × 103 kg m−3 is the typical density of dust aerosols (Kok
et al., 2017), μ ≈ 1.81 × 10−5 Pa · s is the dynamic viscosity of air, and D is the diameter of the spherical
particle. In analogy to equation (4), we express the terminal velocity of an aspherical particle as follows:
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Figure 3. Changes during transport of the median aspect ratio of (a) North African dust and (c) Asian dust. The markers in (a) and (c) are deﬁned in the legend of
Figure 2. Results grouped by transport distance (see Figure S3) are shown in (b) and (d). The vertical uncertainty ranges in (b) and (d) denote the propagated
L
error of the median. In (d), median aspect ratios before (WLperp ) and after (W ellipse
) the correction of the particle width are shown. This correction leads to a systematic
change in all Asian dust studies and therefore does not affect the trend in shape during transport. In the groupings, we used the seasonally‐resolved source
regions obtained in Ginoux et al. (2012) to distinguish dust in source regions (including Chou et al., 2008; Klaver et al., 2011; Rocha‐Lima et al., 2018; Okada et al.,
2001 ‐ Qira; Okada et al., 2001 ‐ Zhangye) from transported dust; we then distinguished long‐range transported dust (including E.A. Reid et al., 2003; J.S. Reid
et al., 2003; Coz et al., 2009; Okada et al., 1987; Li and Osada, 2007) from short‐range transported dust (including Kandler et al., 2007; Kandler et al., 2009;
Kandler et al., 2011; Lieke et al., 2011; Scheuvens et al., 2011; Wagner et al., 2012; Jeong et al., 2016; Okada et al., 2001 ‐ Hohhot) based on the attributions in
publications that reported these measurements. Note that there is not enough data to assess changes of HWR during transport (see Figure S4).

vasp ¼ γ

gρp
·Dg 2 ;
18μ

(5)
v

asp
where Dg is the volume‐equivalent (geometric) diameter and γ ¼ vsph
is the asphericity factor, which equals

unity for spherical particles and decreases with increasing particle asphericity at a given volume. To obtain γ,
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we use a recent study (Bagheri & Bonadonna, 2016) to quantify γ as a function of the three dimensions of tri‐
axial ellipsoidal particles (L,W, and H; Figure S1d). This study uses extensive measurements and numerical
simulations in the Stokes regime and ﬁnds (see their equations (13), (24), and (25))


vsph
1
1
F s 1=3 þ 1=3 ;
≡ks ¼
2
vasp
Fs
Fs ¼

Dg 3
;
L ·W 0:7
2:3

(6)

(7)

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 1 1:3
where Dg ¼ 3 LWH . The parameter Fs can be expressed as HWR· AR
; Fs = 1 for spherical particles and
decreases as dust asphericity increases (i.e., an increase of AR and/or decrease of HWR). By combining
equations (5)–(7), we obtained the terminal velocity of ellipsoidal particles as a function of its three dimensions.
We used the globally‐averaged shape distributions of AR and HWR of dust aerosols to obtain the enhancement of gravitational settling lifetime due to dust asphericity (Figure 4). Speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst used Monte
Carlo sampling to randomly generate a large number (108) of dust particles from the two lognormal distributions of AR and HWR. Second, for each of these generated particles, we used equations (5)–(7) and equation (4), respectively, to obtain its terminal velocity and that of its volume‐equivalent spherical particle.
vasp
Finally, for each dust particle, we calculated the reduction in terminal velocity (as 1− vsph
) and the enhancement of the gravitational settling lifetime (as

T asp − T sph
T sph

¼

vsph
vasp

1
1
− 1). Note that T asp ∝ vasp
and T sph ∝ vsph
are the grav-

itational settling lifetimes of aspherical dust and its volume‐equivalent spherical dust, respectively.
We ﬁnd that accounting for dust asphericity decreases gravitational settling speed by ~15% (Figure 4a). This
value is larger than the <5% reduction in gravitational settling speed reported by Ginoux (2003) for dust
<20 μm in diameter. Because Ginoux (2003) approximated dust as prolate spheroids (Figure S1b) with a
median AR of 1.5, this study underestimated dust asphericity by overestimating dust height. As a result,
Ginoux (2003) underestimated the reduction in gravitational settling speed due to particle asphericity.
We further ﬁnd that the reduction in gravitational settling speed due to dust asphericity increases the lifetime with respect to gravitational settling by ~20% (Figure 4b). Because coarse dust is primarily removed
from the atmosphere by gravitational settling (Mahowald et al., 2014), this ﬁnding helps explain why climate
models generally underestimate the amount of coarse dust (D > 5 μm) in the atmosphere (Adebiyi et al.,
2020). Speciﬁcally, measurements of dust size distributions have found that more coarse dust particles are
present in the atmosphere than simulated in climate models (e.g., Ansmann et al., 2017; Ryder et al.,
2018; van der Does et al., 2018). Several mechanisms have been proposed that could contribute to this modeled underestimation of coarse dust, including turbulent vertical mixing in dust layers (Gasteiger et al.,
2017), electrostatic charging of dust (Harrison et al., 2018), and numerical diffusion (Ginoux, 2003).
Although future work is needed to test whether accounting for dust asphericity indeed improves dust simulations in global models, our ﬁnding that dust asphericity results in a ~20% increase in dust lifetime indicates
that dust asphericity also contributes to the underestimation of coarse dust in climate models.

5. Limitations of Methodology
Our methodology is subject to a few important limitations. First, we assume that AR and HWR are not correlated. This simpliﬁcation is supported by Sakai et al. (2010), whose data show only a small correlation of
0.17 between AR and HWR for 1,941 dust particles. Second, our methodology is unable to account for several
smaller systematic differences that exist between studies, due to, for instance, different software algorithms
used in measuring particle dimensions (see supporting information Text S2). Third, we assume that dust
aerosols are randomly oriented in the atmosphere in section 4, following Ginoux (2003) and Bagheri and
Bonadonna (2016). However, especially larger dust particles could assume a preferential orientation that
increases their drag (Ulanowski et al., 2007; Westbrook, 2008). This would reduce the terminal velocity of
coarse dust more than we estimated and strengthen our conclusion that dust asphericity contributes to
the underestimation of coarse dust by climate models. Fourth, we approximate dust as tri‐axial ellipsoidal
particles and do not consider the effect of dust surface roughness (Kalashnikova et al., 2005). As surface
roughness leads to a greater surface area and therefore a larger drag force, this could also cause an
HUANG ET AL.
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Figure 4. Probability distributions of (a) the reduction in gravitational settling velocity and (b) the enhancement of lifetime with respect to gravitational settling
due to dust asphericity. Because deposition of dust with D < 20 μm occurs in the Stokes regime, the effect of asphericity on dust gravitational settling is
independent of size.

underestimation of the reduction in terminal velocity. Finally, we use size‐invariant globally‐averaged
medians and geometric standard deviations of AR and HWR and therefore neglect any dependence of the
enhancement of gravitational settling lifetime on dust size and source region. As HWR may decrease with
dust size (Figure 2c), we may overestimate the reduction in terminal velocity for ﬁne dust and
underestimate it for coarse dust.
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6. Conclusions
Current climate models and remote sensing retrievals approximate dust aerosols as spherical or spheroidal
particles and therefore assume that either all three or two of the three dimensions of dust aerosols are equal.
Here, we showed that this assumption causes climate models and remote sensing retrievals to substantially
underestimate dust asphericity. We showed this by compiling dozens of measurements of the AR and the
HWR of dust aerosols across the globe. These compiled measurements indicate that North African dust
becomes more aspherical during transport, most likely because of preferential settling of spherical particles.
In contrast, Asian dust may become less aspherical during transport, possibly because of chemical processing. When combining all available measurements, our compilation shows that the largest dimension of dust
aerosols is on average 5 times larger than the smallest dimension. Consequently, the assumption in climate
models and remote sensing retrievals that at least two dimensions are equal causes an underestimation of
dust asphericity by a factor of ~3–5.
This underestimation of dust asphericity could produce important errors in calculations of dust impacts on
the Earth system. For instance, using the compiled globally‐averaged shape distributions of AR and HWR,
we ﬁnd that accounting for dust asphericity increases dust lifetime with respect to gravitational settling by
~20%. This increased lifetime helps explain the underestimation of coarse dust transport by models
(Ansmann et al., 2017; Huneeus et al., 2011).
The globally‐averaged shape distributions of dust aerosols obtained in this paper can be used to inform more
accurate calculations of dust impacts on the Earth system. This includes better estimates of dust lifetime,
dust optics, and dust impacts on cloud and heterogeneous chemistry.
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